2019 BLIA World Headquarters 1st Meeting of the Seventh Board of Directors
Post-conference Tour (6th Oct. - 11th Oct.)
5 Nights 6 Days In-depth Western European Culture Tour

Tour C:
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(France Germany Belgium Holland)
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ACCOMODATION

Paris-(310km)-Bruges-(98km)-Brussels

By couple hours drive, you will reach the city of Bruges, known as Flanders Pearl. The
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6-Oct

Sun

city is distinguished by its canals, cobbled streets and medieval building. Have a nice
walking tour of the town or take to water enjoy a sightseeing cruise along the canals.
Continue your journey to Brussels, a multi-cultural melting pot and see the Atomium,
Mannekin Pis and the exquisite Grand Place, ect.
Brussels-(169km)-Hague-(72km)-Zaanse Schans-(20km)-Amsterdam
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7-Oct

Hague is home to the U. N.'s International Court of Justice, headquartered in the Peace
Mon Palace, and the International Criminal Court.
Soak yourself in Dutch traditions and culture in Zaanse Schans, sampling delisous Dutch
cheeses, watching the windmills and wooden clogs carving.
Amsterdam-(119km)-Giethoorn-(269km)-Cologne

After breakfast, drive to Giethoorn. It's a mostly car-free village known for its boat-filled
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8-Oct

Tue

waterways, footpaths, bicycle trails and centuries-old thatched-roof houses. Enjoy a
tranquil morning. Then head to the cultural capital of Rhineland, Cologne. View the
spectacular Gothic spires of the Cologne Cathedral, explore the city's great artistic
treasures and historic town squares.
Cologne-(190km)-Frankfurt-(217km)-Strasbourg

Frankfurt, located on the river Main, is the the financial capital of Continental Europe and
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9-Oct

Wed the transportation centre of Germany. It's also home of the European Central Bank and
the German Stock Exchange. After lunch, drive to Strasbourg, a border city with culture
and architecture blending German and French influences
Strasbourg-(351km)-Reims-(144km)-Paris

Head back to Paris and on the way you will visit Reims, the unofficial capital of Champagne
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10-Oct

Thu

wine growing region. And for more than 1,000 years, French kings were crowned at its
Cathédrale Notre-Dame de Reims. This grand cathedral is known for its stained-glass windows
and Gothic carved portals, including the Smiling Angel.
Overnight at a hotel close to CDG airport
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11-Oct

Depart Paris
Fri After check out, it’s time to say Au Revoir(good bye) to Paris as you prepare to return home after a

N/A √ N/A N/A

memorable journey in some of the World's greatest cities.

Tour Pirce

€800.00 per person, based on double occupancy per room and minimum 30 people a group; Single surcharge €300.00
4 nights accommodation at 4-star hotels; Meals mentioned in the itinerary; 52-54 seater bus with air conditioning

Including:

Admissions: Versailles Castle, Chambord Castle, Chenonceau Castle, Mont Saint Michel Church, Monet Garden
Chinese speeking tour guide; Tips (€4.00 per person perday)

Not including:

Personal expenses; Travel Insurance; Expenses not mentioned above
1. The working hour of bus driver and tour guide is no more than 11 hours. The overtime rate is €50.00 per hour.
2. To book the tour and other services, please complete the registration form before 31st May, 2019 and email it to:

Remarks:

bliaparis2019@gmail.com
3. If the tour cannot be arranged due to the insufficient number of people, we will refund the amount of your payment.
4. Private tour packages are avaulable. Please contact bliaparis2019@gmail.com for the details if you are interested.

